Abstract -This paper presents a semi-analytical calculation of the interaction between magnetic bodies with ring shapes. It leads to fast and accurate evaluation of forces and torques but also to the symbolic expression of their gradients. Our method can be used to compute partial derivatives to address optimization needs. It has been implemented into CADES environment in order to be automatically available for end users. A very efficient optimization of a magnetic bearing system is demonstrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Applications which use magnetic devices like magnetic bearings and couplings, strong field generation, micro actuators and sensors, can be modeled by analytical expressions. For magnets with circular shape, full analytical expressions of forces are not available. Indeed, seminumerical model of magnetic field radiated from ring shaped magnet exists using elliptic integrals [ More and more optimization procedures are performed over analytical model to obtain constrains satisfaction and optimal design, even with the availability of numerical model. In our case, partial derivatives of the force can be expressed using the general equation (2) 
Each term is available expected partial derivatives of H ext which is numerically computed. The aim of the paper is to present symbolic approach to compute magnetic forces and torques sensitivity, and an automatic tool to combine partial derivatives depending on formula.
II. ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS
Elliptic integrals appear during the integration of magnetic field in polar coordinates. There are three kinds of elliptic integrals, given here in Legendre's notation for incomplete form (the complete form is for F = π/2):
For each elliptic function, a partial derivative regarding 'F' parameter can be easily obtained (given in full paper).
Another partial derivative can be computed regarding 'k' parameter (eq 6,7,8).
A last partial derivative has to be given for 'P':
III. CONCLUSIONS Partial derivatives of elliptic functions are given in order to be composed and to produce the partial derivative of magnetic field produced by circular shaped magnets. Using eq. 2, partial derivatives of forces are then available. This modeling technique has been implemented in our optimization framework [4] and has shown very good performances regarding other methods. This original and generic approach will be detailed in the full paper for the optimization of magnetic bearings.
